Electropick™
EPG-1

Electropick™ is the original cordless rechargeable electric pick gun. The gun rakes open pin and disc tumbler cylinders using a rapid up and down striking movement, which causes the top and bottom pins to separate, meeting the shear line. The up and down motion is adjustable by a thumbwheel with a locking nut controlling the action after the range of motion is set. The Electropick™ comes complete with a 120VAC or 240VAC charger, 4 raking tools and 2 tension tools. Replacement Pick Blades are available.

EPGC-12A 12 VDC Charger
This 12VDC charger enables the Electropick™ to be recharged in your mobile lock shop. Not for use with Electropicks™ with side contacts. (Note: Electropick™ is sold separately.)

Pistolpick™
HPG-10

HPC’s Pistolpick™ is designed to easily rake open pin and disc tumbler locks. Rapid squeezing of the trigger bounces the pick needle, raising the pins or discs to the shear line. All you add is proper tension, and the lock is open.

Replacement Pick Blades
These pick blades fit the Electropick™, Pistolpick™, and the Stainless Steel Pen Pick Splitter (P-2, P-3), and R-1 are made of hardened spring steel. RP-1 through RP-34 are made of stainless steel.

Tubular Picks

TLP-C Standard 7-Pin
The Standard 7 Pin is the direct descendant of the first tubular lockpick manufactured by HPC. Although its design has been slightly refined during its more than 30 years of existence, it can still open most 7-pin center locks in seconds and is the most trusted tool of its kind. The TLP-C has an aluminum handle, stainless steel barrel, spring steel feelers and comes in a genuine leather case with the TKPD-1 decoder.

TLP-CMOD-B Model B
The Model B is an upgraded version of the TLP-C. This design permits infinitely variable tension against the feelers. The Model B has an aluminum handle, stainless steel barrel, spring steel feelers and comes in a genuine leather case with the TKPD-1 decoder.

Jackknife Pick Set JKP-5
The Jackknife Pick Set is a complete compact pick set, that is shaped like a pocket knife. It has 2 rakes, 1 diamond, 1 hook and 1 tension tool. The Jackknife folds up and fits in your pocket.

- Shirt Pocket Size (Closed): 4" x 3/4".
- Contains 4 Picks and 1 Tension Tool.
- Spring Steel Components.
- Optional Genuine Leather Case with Snap.

JPO-1 Optional Leather Case
- 4" x 3/4".

Novice Pick Set PIP-13
The Novice Pick Set contains 7 picks, 3 tension tools, and 1 broken key extractor. The tools are made of hardened spring steel and come with a top grain leather case with snap.

- Shirt Pocket Size (Closed): 1-3/4" x 5-5/8".
- Top Grain Leather Case with Snap.
- Contains 7 Picks, 3 Tension Tools and 1 Extractor.
- Hardened Spring Steel Components.
- PIP-CASE—Available Separately.
**HPC, INC.**

**Pick Sets**

**Padlock Shim Picks PSA-20**

This 20 piece Padlock Shim Pick Set is a fantastic alternative to picking, and in many situations is the only way to open a padlock in seconds. The shim picks’ unique design makes them amazingly successful. Their specialty is opening laminated type padlocks (the most popular variety in use today), though they will open almost any lock which has a spring lever locking bar (as opposed to a ball locking latch), providing there is enough clearance to allow the shim to operate. The assortment contains 5 of each of the 4 most common shackle diameters, which enables it to open a broad spectrum of locks.

- Contains 5 of Each of 4 Tools for the Most Common Shackle Diameters.
- Stainless Steel Components.

**Professional Pick Set NDPK-60**

The Professional Pick Set contains a generous assortment of the most popular picks, tension wrenches, key extractors, and feelers. It contains a vast selection of full, half, and three quarter rakes; and diamond tips; half, single, and double ball picks; light, medium, and heavy weight tension wrenches; and hook and saw type key extractors. It also includes letterbox pick/tension tools, as well as variable tension tools. Plus, the set includes dual pronged tension tools that provide even tension on double-sided wafer locks.

- Jacket Pocket Size (Closed): 4” x 6-1/2”.
- Genuine Leather Case with Full Zipper.
- Contains 40 Picks, 14 Tension Tools and 6 Extractors.
- Hardened Spring Steel Components.
- No. 60 Case—Available Separately.

**Superior Pick Set NDPK-32**

This set contains a variety of full, half, and three quarter rakes and diamond tips; half, single, and double ball picks; light, medium, and heavy weight tension wrenches; saw type key extractors, and dual pronged tension tools for even tension on doublesided wafer locks.

- Shirt Pocket Size (Closed): 2-1/2” x 6-3/8”.
- Genuine Leather Case with Full Zipper.
- Contains 22 Picks, 7 Tension Tools and 3 Extractors.
- Hardened Spring Steel Components.
- NDPK Case—Available Separately.

**Pro-Mixer Pick Set NDPK-24**

The Pro-Mixer Pick Set contains the best of the regular and stainless steel series picks and extractors. It contains a mix of full, half, and three quarter rakes and diamond tips; half, single, and double ball picks; light, medium, and heavy weight tension wrenches; hook and saw type key extractors, and variable tension tools.

- Shirt Pocket Size (Closed): 2-1/2” x 6-3/8”.
- Genuine Leather Case with Full Zipper.
- Contains 14 Picks, 5 Tension Tools and 5 Extractors.
- Hardened Spring Steel and Stainless Steel Components.
- NDPK Case—Available Separately.

**Tyro Pick Set PIP-15**

The Tyro Pick Set contains 6 picks, 2 tension tools and 1 broken key extractor. The tools are made of hardened spring steel and come with a top grain leather case with snap.

- Shirt Pocket Size (Closed): 1-3/4” x 5-5/8”.
- Top Grain Leather Case with Snap.
- Contains 6 Picks, 2 Tension Tools and 1 Extractor.
- Hardened Spring Steel Components.
- PIP Case—Available Separately.
Warded Padlock Pick Set PKS
This compact pick set efficiently opens warded padlocks. This set of 5 picks is held together by a key ring. The Warded Padlock Pick Set helps to avoid costly destruction of padlocks.
- Compact Enough to Fit in your Pocket
- Contains 5 Picks with Key Ring
- Hardened Spring Steel Components

2000 Series Extractor Set ES-2000
The 2000 Series Extractor Set is designed to slide next to broken keys along the side mill and ride along the bottom pins to hook into a cut in the key. The tools are made of high grade stainless steel and can be bent to reach around many obstacles. This 4-piece set makes all other extractors obsolete.
- Shirt Pocket Size (Closed): 1-3/4" x 5-5/8"
- Genuine Leather Case with Snap
- Contains 4 Extractors
- Stainless Steel Components

Changeable Vise Head Broken Key Extractor Set EZ-6
The Changeable Vise Head Broken Key Extractor Set’s compact size allows you to carry a variety of extractors inside this tiny set. It includes 4 changeable blades stored inside a hollow handle; 1 saw type extractor blade; 2 round extractors (.040" diameter) and 1 round extractor (.050" diameter).
- Shirt Pocket Size (Closed): 1/4" x 3-1/2"
- Contains 4 Changeable Extractor Blades
- Stainless Steel Components

Replacement Extractor Blades
(available in packs of 10):
- EZ-7A—10 saw type
- EZ-7B—10 round type, .040" diameter
- EZ-7C—10 round type, .050" diameter
- EZ-7D—10 assorted, 4 of 7A, 4 of 7B, 2 of 7C
HPC, INC.
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Miscellaneous Extractors

EZ-1 (.022)
EZ-5 (.040)
(EZ thickness is indicated in inches next to the stock number.)
EZ-3 (.022)

Double-Sided Tension Wrenches

TEN-9 Black, Rigid Tension
TEN-7 Zinc Plated, Medium Tension

Variable-Tension Wrenches

STW-3
STW-4 (for Tulip-Shaped Knobs)

Flip-It™ FIT-2

When picking a lock in the wrong direction (intentionally or by error) the Flip-It™ will flip the cylinder plug past the upper pins and save you the job of repicking. The Flip-It™ comes with 2 exclusive features: The 2-Pin Quick Lock/Release feature allows for easy release of the rotating action. The sure stop feature prevents over-winding in either direction.

- Size: 4-1/2" x 1-1/2"
- Tulip-Shaped Knob Tension Tools (Variable Tension Wrenches)

TR-23 2-Pin Quick Lock/Release
TR-22 Sure Stop

Standard Tension Tools

Light Tension
- TR-9 (5-1/4")
- TR-12 (4-3/4")
- TR-8 (4")
- TR-7 (3-3/4")
- TR-11 (3-1/4")

Medium Tension
- TR-25 (5-1/4")
- TR-14 (4-3/4")
- TR-24 (4")
- TR-23 (3-3/4")
- TR-13 (3-1/4")

Rigid Tension
- TR-4 (2-1/4") Twist & Straight
- TR-3 (2-3/4") Straight
- TR-5 (2-3/4") Single Side Straight
- TR-6 (3-3/4") Single Side Straight
- VV-6 (2") Double Sided Grooved

Tulip-Shaped Knob Tension Tools
- TR-2 (3/4")
- TR-22 (1")
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Adjustable Follower SUT-22

This Adjustable Follower does it all. The spring action bar allows the SUT-22 to fit all standard locks .495” to .600” in diameter.

Adjustable Plug Holder SUT-600

The Adjustable Plug Holder is a universal plug vise. The hole size is adjustable from .350” to .600” to give a perfect fit on many different cores. The plug vise body and slide are hardened and have a black oxide finish.

Hollow Brass Follower Set SUT-14

This set contains 3 popular sizes of chrome plated, hollow brass followers. Use these on a variety of locks including the Corbin Russwin heavy duty knob lock cylinders.

- .550” Diameter
- .495” Diameter
- .395” Diameter

Mortise Cylinder Lock Tap & Die Set

CUT-5

Complete tap and die kit with cylinder holding fixture and metal box.

No. CLD-6

Cylinder re-threading die and holding fixture only.

No. CLF-4

Lock case retapping tap only.

Plug Followers SUT-47

These 4 Plug Followers will fit virtually all of the rim or mortise cylinders currently in use. They are made of centerless ground bar stock.

Set Includes

- SUT-0—.395” Diameter
- SUT-1—.495” Diameter
- SUT-3—.500” Diameter
- SUT-10—.550” Diameter

PLUG FOLLOWER CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER FOLLOWER</th>
<th>PLUG FOLLOWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACROLOCK</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALMONT (Peanut Cylinder)</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARROW</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORBIN</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORBIN (Small Pins)</td>
<td>SUT-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORBIN (Oversize)</td>
<td>SUT-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEXTEA</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAGLE</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAGLE (Small Pins)</td>
<td>SUT-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILCO</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILCO (4039 Rim Cylinders)</td>
<td>SUT-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILCO (Peanut Cylinders)</td>
<td>SUT-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KREL</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEIL (Rim 30 Cylinders)</td>
<td>SUT-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEIL (Rim 70 Cylinders)</td>
<td>SUT-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KROMAX</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCKWOOD</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCKWOOD (956 Rim Cylinders)</td>
<td>SUT-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL OF ROCKFORD</td>
<td>SUT-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL OF OZONE PARK (Except KMK)</td>
<td>SUT-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESCO</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSSWIN (.500” Diameter)</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSSWIN (Oversize)</td>
<td>SUT-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARGENT</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHLAGE</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAGAL</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACO</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEBER (All But Beverly)</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WELCH</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIL LOCK (Except KMK)</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YALE</td>
<td>SUT-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YALE (Small Pins)</td>
<td>SUT-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Solid Plug Holder CPH-10

The CPH-10 is made of hardened bar stock and holds many popular plugs including Arrow, Corbin, Kwikset, Lockwood, Sargent, Schlage, Weiser and Yale. Holds .510” Size Plugs.

Vise Held Plug Holder CPH-5

This portable plug holder is held in a vise. The hardened body has a black oxide finish and holds:

- .404”
- .504”
- .508”
- .532”
- .556”

Toll Free: (800) 221-2052 • Phone: (718) 622-8785 • Fax: (718) 789-8346
http://www.mfsales.com • e-mail: pilgrim@mfsales.com
The Original Flex-A-Light™ is more flexible than other bending lights, yet rigid enough to keep straight. The Flex-A-Lights™ do not use a switch; just plug in the light extension, and you are ready. You no longer need to worry about switches that fail or dead batteries from your light switching on accidentally or from forgetting to switch your light off. It includes a suction cup to conveniently secure the light to the window. Or, use the 36” extension and keep the power handle in your pocket. Requires 2 AA batteries.

- **FAL-10**—10” Light, Power Handle, Suction Cup
- **FAL-15X**—15” Light, Power Handle, 36” Extension Suction Cup.
- **FAL-25X**—Kit—10” Light, 15” Light, Power Handle, 36” Extension Suction Cup.

**Replacement Parts:**
- **FAL-R10**—10” Light Extension
- **FAL-R15**—15” Light Extension
- **FAL-SC**—Suction Cup
- **FAL-X**—36” Extension

**Flexible Probe Light FPL-15**
This Krypton bulb light is an economical, high intensity diagnostic tool designed for the locksmith professional. The 15” shaft may be bent to any angle so it will easily enter a 1/4” hole. It comes with a plastic sheath that protects the shaft and bulb when not in use. Requires 3 AA batteries.

- **FPL-815**—Replacement Krypton Bulb

**Bulk Graphite GG-16**
The GG-16 contains 1 lb. of the finest micro-spray, high-quality pure graphite in a plastic drum. It provides an economical way to refill your Graphite Guns.

- Plastic Box
- Extra Tough Shank Prevents Bending
- Tempered Head Prevents Mushrooming
- Hand Ground Taper Makes Locating Easier
- Specially Hardened Character End Prevents Chipping
- Sharp Chisel Edge Character Face Assures Clear Impressions

**Graphite Gun HGG**
Use HPC’s Graphite Gun prior to picking or impressioning to loosen tight wafers or pins. Graphite is also an excellent lubricant for machines. The Graphite Guns are refillable with HPC’s Bulk Graphite. It contains approximately 1/3 oz. of natural graphite.

- Refillable
- Leak-Proof
- Clog-Proof

**Hand Cut Die Stamp Sets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LETTER SETS</th>
<th>CHARACTER SHANK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCF-3/32</td>
<td>3/32” 1/4”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCF-1/8</td>
<td>1/8” 1/4”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIGURE SETS</th>
<th>CHARACTER SHANK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCF-3/32</td>
<td>3/32” 1/4”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCF-1/8</td>
<td>1/8” 1/4”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specialty Locksmith Stamps**
Permanently mark master or restricted keys with these Specialty Locksmith Stamps. The stamps are made of heavy duty steel stock, 3/8” x 5/8” with 1/16” characters, hardened and flash chromed for years of trouble free service.

- LDND—DO NOT DUPLICATE
- LDNC—DO NOT COPY
- LMS—MASTER

**Flexible Plastic Sheath** 199
Compact Pin Tumbler Tweezers PTT-5

At only 4” long, these tweezers allow you to get closer to the action. The specially milled tips grip top and bottom pins firmly. The PTT-5 is a compact, pocket-sized pinning aid.

Pin Tumbler Tweezers PTT-4

The groove in the tip of the Pin Tumbler Tweezers provides a firm, non-twisting grip on cylinder pins for easy loading. The tip is also milled back so that the outside diameter of a standard .115” pin extends past the tip. This permits the pin to butt up against the end of the plug follower when loading the upper chambers, providing added control when holding top or master pins of varying lengths. 6” long.

Pin Tumbler Tweezers with Pin Pushing Attachment TPT-5

These pin tumbler tweezers have a pin pushing attachment that makes it easier to load top pins into a cylinder. While a top pin is held in place, use your forefinger to push attachment down to set pin into chamber. The pin loading wire is easily removable, making this ideal for loading bottom pins as well. 6” long.

Convertible Truarc Ring Pliers TRU-99

The Convertible Truarc Ring Pliers can quickly and easily convert from ring compressor (external) to ring spreader (internal). These pliers also feature an adjustable stop that limits the jaw opening for both external and internal operation. They can be used on internal rings in sizes of 1/4” to 1”; and on external rings 1/8” to 1”. The TRU-99 comes with 5 pairs of interchangeable tips and a plastic case.

- Internal and External Ring Operation
- Replaceable Tips Included
- Adjustable Stop
- TRU-99—Complete Set
  - Tips Included: (2) Silver, (2) Silver 90° angle, (2) Black, (2) Black 90° angle, (2) Copper
  - TRU-99—Replacement Tips Only
    - TRIP-99—Tips Included
      - Tip Color: Copper, Black, Silver
      - Tip Size: 0.023” 0.036” 0.047”

Impressioning File & Safety Case IFH-1, IFH-2, IFH-4

- IFH-1—Plastic Carrying Case for Files
- IFH-2—3/8” Cut, Course Impression File in Plastic Carrying Case
- IFH-4—3/8” Cut, Fine Impression File in Plastic Carrying Case

Truarc Ring Pliers TRU-55, TRU-121, TRU-122, TRU-123

- TRU-55—Combination Ring Spreading & Compressing Tool
- Two pivot centers allow for dual operation. No. 1 center is for compressing and No. 2 center is for spreading action. Changeovers are made quickly and easily.

- TRU-121—Ring Compressor
- TRU-122—Ring Spreader
- TRU-123—90° Ring Compressor

Key File Set KFS-6

Includes six 4” files with wooden handles in plastic case.

- Swiss Pattern Round-Tapered
- Swiss Pattern 3 Square Tapered
- Swiss Pattern Square-Tapered
- Swiss Pattern Rectangular Straight
- Swiss Pattern Warding Tapered
- Swiss Pattern Half Round Tapered

---
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Tubular Lock Saws

If picking is not possible, lock-outs of tubular key locks can still be serviced. These hole saws destroy the pins at the shear line. Hole saws are available for standard and oversized keyways. Saws will fit any 1/4" electric drill. Saw life is approximately 3 openings. Not for use on locks with hardened pins or ball bearings in the keyway.

- AG-1—Standard Size Tool and Extra Saw for .375" Diameter
- AG-2—Oversize Tool and Extra Saw for .394" Diameter
- G-1—Replacement Saw for AG-1
- G-2—Replacement Saw for AG-2

Large Key Rings

These Large Key Rings are made of half-hard steel. The threaded fastener screws either to the left or the right allowing access on both sides of the ring. The 11" ring slips over head easily for carrying around the neck and will hold about 260 keys.

- LKR6—6" Diameter
- LKR8—8" Diameter
- LKR11—11" Diameter

Give-Away Key Rings

HPC's Give-Away Key Rings are manufactured from hardened .0475" diameter spring steel wire. They are bright zinc plated to resist tarnishing. These rings are so inexpensive that they can be given away with every key you cut. Packed 1000 per box.

- GAK6—1" Diameter
- GAK4—3/4" Diameter
- GAK3—5/8" Diameter

Utility Tags

For use on heavy or much handled merchandise, where strength and non-mutilating qualities are required. These metal rim utility tags are manufactured from heavy stock with a smooth writing surface. Each tag has an attached string looped and knotted and perfect for personal property tags, price or sale tags and call items. Packed 100 per Box.

- ERD0—1" Diameter
- ERD1—1-3/16" Diameter
- ERD2—1-1/2" Diameter
- ERD3—1-13/16" Diameter

Tags for Key Identification

Tags for key identification are packed 100 per box.

- EYR5—1-1/4" Diameter with 3/4" Ring
- EYR7—1-3/4" Diameter with 3/4" Ring
- EYS6—1-1/4" Diameter with Snap
- EYS8—1-3/4" Diameter with Snap
The Art of Manipulation (TOAM-2) was written for locksmiths and safe professionals in order to improve their technique and knowledge in opening and servicing safes. TOAM-2 illustrates the step-by-step procedures needed to manipulate lever type fence locks. Additionally, it explains the methods used in the rotary fence gear driven, rotary fence spring loaded, and straight in tall piece, bottom drop, and off-set gear driven type locks. Manipulation, also known as the “Hear, Feel and See” method, was discovered and developed by a small group of safe experts. After much deliberation, two of these experts decided to pass on their information to other safe professionals and published this invaluable book.

The Door Closer Manual (DCM) gives an extensive look at the parts, service and installation of the most widely used door closers including Corbin, Hager, Hinge, LCN, Norton and others. The manual is designed especially for “on the job” use. It is a must for the serious security hardware specialist.

HPC Reference Library

TOAM-2
The Art of Manipulation
(TOAM-2) was written for locksmiths and safe professionals in order to improve their technique and knowledge in opening and servicing safes. The Art of Manipulation illustrates the step-by-step procedures needed to manipulate lever type fence locks. Additionally, it explains the methods used in the rotary fence gear driven, rotary fence spring loaded, and straight in tall piece, bottom drop, and off-set gear driven type locks. Manipulation, also known as the “Hear, Feel and See” method, was discovered and developed by a small group of safe experts. After much deliberation, two of these experts decided to pass on their information to other safe professionals and published this invaluable book.

DCM
The Door Closer Manual (DCM) gives an extensive look at the parts, service and installation of the most widely used door closers including Corbin, Hager, Hinge, LCN, Norton and others. The manual is designed especially for “on the job” use. It is a must for the serious security hardware specialist.

COA-22
HPC’s Car Opening Authority™ (COA-22) is a multi-faceted user friendly manual that serves not only as a reference guide, but also as an educational aid and opening index. It clearly depicts and explains all of the different techniques of the 13 styles of car opening. HPC’s Car Opening Authority™ shows you how to open virtually every vehicle for the past 15 years, including all of the current cars, vans and SUVS found in the USA and Canada, as well as many from around the world.

LCM
The Safe and Vault Manual (SVM) is generally recognized as the “Safe Opening Bible.” Whether you are new to safe work or just interested in broadening your knowledge of safe locks, you will find this book contains valuable information covering a wide variety of safe lock topics. It contains over 250 illustrations, 1000 factory try-out combinations, and a section on original factory methods of safe and vault combination changing.

LC-5
Basic Impressioning (LC-5) explains the fundamental theories and methods for making a key by impressioning. The proper technique for blank preparation (spacing), obtaining marks and the ability to recognize marks are covered in detail.

LC-6
Basic Master Keying (LC-6) introduces the locksmith to the theories and principles associated with master keying. It includes such techniques as 1 and 2 step Progression, incidental master keys, etc., and is fully explained and illustrated.

LC-7
Advanced Tubular Picking (LC-7) picks up where its predecessor, Basic Tubular Picking, leaves off. This volume describes the more complex and unusual types of tubular locks and the techniques necessary to pick them open.

LC-8
Basic Electricity for Locksmiths (LC-8) describes fundamental electrical theory. Procedures which are necessary to determine the compatibility of electrical strikers, transformers, etc. through the use of ohm’s law are described. Electrical components and their corresponding symbols as they are represented in schematic diagrams are also discussed.

LC-9
10-Wafer Ford (LC-4) uses exploded views to fully illustrate the mechanics of the Ford 10-wafer lock, which was introduced with the 1984-1/2 model year. Servicing techniques, key making methods, assembly and disassembly procedures are explained. Progression bitting are listed, as is a chart for making your own set of try-out keys.

NOTE: HPC also manufactures World Class code books—the paper based source for HPC’s CodeSource™ (see page 184). Details are available on request.
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